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1. Introduction. One of the deep open problems concerning 
factors of type II00 is whether the hyperfinite ones are all 
isomorphic to ff®~ ( K), where ff is the hyperfinite II 1-factor 
and 55(K) all bounded operators on a separable Hilbert space K. 
In [4] we introduced the concept of product factors, which in the 
hyperfinite case was equivalent to that of ITPFI-factors (i.e. 
infinite tensor products of finite type !-factors). A factor 
is said to be a product factor if every normal state w of£ 
is asymptotically a product state, i.e. given a finite type I 
factor r-1 in ~ and E > 0 there is a finite type I factor N 
such that Me Nc!.i and such that ~ w - wl N ® wl Nc II < E. In the 
present paper we shall show that a factor 5i of type II1 
(resp. II00 ) is *-isomorphic to ff (resp. fF ® $ ( K)) if and 
only if ~ is a countably generated product factor (Theorem 4.3). 
This result is then a characterization of !f and rf@ ~ ( K) 
in terms of their pre-duals. 
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2. An inequality. If ~ is a vc.n Neumann algebra with a normal 
semi-finite trace T 
, 
where IAI = (A~A) 2 , 
we let for an operator A in fi(,. II All 1 = T( I AI), 
~ 2 
and II Al 2 = -r (A A) 2 • Then II 11 1 and II II 2 
are unbounded semi-norms on ~ such if T is faithful they define 
1 
norms on tfYt and 1r'L2 respect! vely, where 'm. is the ideal of 
definition of T. We shall need an inequality which relates the two 
semi-norms. It is together with its proof, an extension of the same 
inequality proved for 6J;; ( K) in [2, Lemma 4 .1] : 
Lemma 2.1. Let fit be a von Neumann algebra with a normal 
semi-finite trace T. Let A and B be positive operators in~. 
Then 
Proof. If C,D E.~ with C positive in 1ti and D self-
adjoint we have 




D = D - D 1 2 with Di > 0 
-r(CIDI) = T(C{Dl+D2))=T(CDl) + T(CD2) 
~ I T (CD 1 ) - L (CD 2. ) I = I L (CD) I • 
(;)+ . 
A,Be~ , the positive part of ~. Let 
Thus we 
2 B 2 
- ' 
2 2 
T = A2 + B2 • Then T ~ ±S, and !(ST + TS) =A -B. If IIA-BII 1 = oo 
the lemma is trivial. Assume lA-B~~. If 5<.. is finite then 
'ht = 'J2 so SE: fh'1. Otherwise let 'IT be a *-representation of ~ 
annihilating trY1.. • Then 
, 2 
'IT(A) = 'IT(B), hence 'IT(A2 ) = 'IT(A) 2 = 
, , 
'1T(B) 2 = '1T(B 2 ), so that 'IT(S) = 0. Since this holds for all 
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'-representations Tr annihilating m' s £. rm - the uniform closure 
of 1n. • Let E be a spect=.ral projection of S such that E ~ kS 
for some k > O. Then E is finite. Indeed, since S e mL, 
E t. rm. 
that 
Let Sn E. rrn._ be a sequence of self-adjoint operators such 
limlls -Ell = o. Then limiiS 2 - snll < lim(lls - E211 +liE - s II) 
n n n n -n n n 
= 0, so by spect-ral theory we may assume s is a projection E 
....., n n 
in rm. But if ~E - E II n < 1 then E .., E n [3' § 105, Theoreme]. 
Since E is finite so is E. 
n 
Now choose an orthogonal sequence {En}n>l of finite spec~ral 
projections of S with sum I. Say EnS 1: 0 for n E.J and 
EnS ~ 0 for n€ Jc. Let -rn(C) = ·r(EnC} = -r(EnCEn) for C € fR.. • 
Then for C€il1L we have -r(C) = I:-r(E C)= I:-r (C). Also,since -r 
n n 
is normal and EnS 2 > 0 for all n, we have 
lA- BIE rnt so is I ST + TS I. Furthermore 
Thus an application of 1) gives 
II A - Bll = 1" ( I A - B I ) 
1 
= ~1" (I ST + TS I ) 
= ~I:-rn(IST + TSI) 
> ~EI-r (ST + TS)I 
- n 
= I: 1-r((~ns )En TEn) I 
= I: -r((E S)E TE ) + nE.J n n n 
E -r(E S2) + I: 
n€J n n,Jc 
> 
= -r(S2) 
The proof is complete. 
E TE > ±E S 
n n- n 
for all n. 
I: -r((-E S)E TE ) 





Remark 2.2. The inequality above can be used to sharpen and 
give a different proof of an inequality of Murray and von Neumann [1, 
Ch. III, § 7, Lemme 4]. They showed that if 12 is a finite factor, 
E aprojectionin g(:, TE"fK with O~T~I, then IIT~-EII 2 .:_ 
.!. 
4 
< 13 liT - Ell , where the II 2 
lized trace Since 
II -norm is with respect to the norma-
2 
> T(A) 2 for all self-adjoint A in ~ 
we have from Lemma 2.1 that 
1. 
II T2 - E II ~ < II T - Elll = L (IT - E I ) 
1 
< L ( I T - E I 2 ) 2 = II T - Ell 2 • 
Thus we have 
3· Hyperfinite factors. If ~ is a factor we say fJ2 is hyper-
finite if there is a sequence {Mn}n>l of finite type I subfactors 
of ~ such that !'<inC. Mn+l and such that UM is strongly dense 
n>l n 
in .9( (here and everywhere else we assume 'I€M whenever we say 
M is a subfactor of £ ) . In this section we shall first give an 
equivalent definition of hyperfinite factors, and then prove some 
related results. We say a factor ~ is countably generated if there 
is a strongly dense sequence {Ti} of operators in ~. Then the 
*-algebra generated by-the T. is strongly dense in ':1. , hence by the 
:L 
Kaplansky density theorem there is a sequence which is strongly dense 
in the positive part of the unit ball in ~ • 
Lemma 3.1. Let 5e be a factor acting on a Hilbert space K. 
Then :R... is hyperfinite if and only if ~ is countably generated and 
has the property that if r~ is a finite type I sub factor of ~ , 
X • 0 • X € K 
1' ' r ' 
and € > o, we can find a finite type I 
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factor N with M c N c. 02 such that there is + SeN with 
ISII ~II Til and II (S - T)xkll < E, k = 1,••• ,r. 
Proof. If fl is finite and of type I the lemma is trivial, 
-so we exclude this case. Suppose first JP is hyperfinite. Let 
{Mn} be an increasing sequence of finite type I subfactors of ~ 
whose union is strongly dense in~. Since each M is countably 
n 
generated so is clearly 0£. Let M be a finite type I subfactor 
of ~ • Let T € 02 +, E > 0, and x 1 , • o • ,xr €. K. By [4, Lemma il 
M0 = M' 119(. is a hyperfinite factor 4(-isomorphic to ~ • Say 
{Nn}n>l is an increasing sequence of finite type I factors gene-
rating M0 • Then R = MUN 
n n 
is an increasing sequence of finite 
type I factors generating ~ , and R ~ M for all n. By the 
n 
Kaplansky density theorem [1, Ch.I, § 3, Theoreme ~~ there exists 
Rn and S £ R~ with II S II ~ IITII such that II (S - T)xk~ < E, 
k = l,•••,r. 
Conversely assume 5t is countably generated and has the 
property in the lemma. If X is unit vector in K then [jt> xJ 
is a nonzero projection in st', and the map fj( +CJ. ~ x] is an 
isomorphism. Since fiG is count ably generated the Hilbert space 
!)( x J K is separable. Thus we may assume K is separable. Let 
{xi}i>l be a dense sequence of vectors in the unit ball of K. 
Let {Tj}j~l be a dense sequence in the unit ball of ~+ 
with T1 = I. We shall by induction construct a sequence of finite 




ll<s~ - Tj)xkll < 2-n, j ,k = 1,• o • ,n. 
n o ~ sj ~I, j = l,•••,n. 
Let 
S 1 = I. 1 
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M = ~I be the type I -subfactor of ~ and let 
1 1 
Assume M1 ,•••,Mn-l together with the operators S~ 
are constructed such that 1), 2), and 3) hold. 
can find a finite type I subfactor N1 of ~ 
By hypothesis we 
such that M ·1 c N n- 1 
and 
k = 1, o o. ,n. 
with o < sn < I 
1 -
such that II (Sn - T )xkll 
1 1 
Now choose a finite type I subfactor N of 
2 
such that N c N and sn E:N such that 0 < sn < I · and 
1 2 2 2 2 -
II (Sn - T )x,.ll < 2-n, k 
2 2 l\,; 
= l,ooo,n. Continue this procedure until 
we have found finite type I subfactors Nj of ~ such that 
N ::> N . 1 ..:::::> o o o :;::J N :::J M l a.nd S~ EN . such tha.t 0:5 SnJ. 5 I a.nd n n-- 1 n- J J 
1!(sj- Tj)xkl' < 2-n) ·k = 1, ••• ,n~ Letting Mn = Nn we have completed 
t:qe induction argument a.nd thus cgnstructea the sequence (M J 
n-
such tha.t 1), 2), a.nd 3) hold. 
We next show that U M is strongly dense in Q . Let 
n>l n 
e: > 0 y o o • y e K and - T( rn • There is no restriction to assume 
' 1' 'r ,.,._ 
that 0 < T < I. Choose Tj such that II (Tj- T)ykll < i 
fork= l,••o,r. Choose Xik' k = l,•••,r, in the sequence {xi} 
such that II Xik - ykll < ~ • Let n ~ j be a positive integer 
such that 2-n <; and such that n ~ max{ik: k = l,•••,r}. Choose 
s~ E Mn with 0 ~ S~ ~ I such that II (S~- T:)x1 11 < 2-n, 
i = 1, • • o Sin. Then in particular II (S~ - T j) Xikll < ~ for 
k = l,•o•,r. Thus we have 
+ I<Tj-T)ykll < ~ +2; + ~ = e:. 
Thus U Mn is strongly dense in 'iR , and Sf( is hyperfinite. 
n>l 
The proof is complete. 
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. Lemma 3.2. Let 52. be a countably decomposable factor of 
type IIOO acting on a Hilbert space K. Let m be the ideal of 
definition of the trace, and let T be a positive operator in 
Let E > 0 and x ••o x € K. Then there is a finite type I 
1' ' r 
sub factor M of ~ and S E: M + such that I Sll ~ II Til and 
II ( S - T) xkll < E , k = 1, • • o ,r. 
Proof. We first assume T = E is a finite projection. Then 
given o > 0 there is an infinite projection G with infinite 
orthogonal complement such that ~ (G -E)xkll < o. Indeed, let F 
be an infinite projection such that F > E and such that I-F is 
infinite. Considering F~F it thus suffices to find an infinite 
projection G such that II (G- E)xkll < o. Since E is finite there 
is a finite type II 1-factor Of and a spatial isomorphism of ~ 
onto ot® Yb (K) such that E is carried onto a projection I® P 
with P a one-dimensional projection in ~· ( K ) • Now there is 
a net {G0_} of infinite projections in ~ (K) which converges 
strongly to P. Thus I® Get -+ I 0 P strongly, hence we can find an 
infinite projection G in ~ such that II (G- E)xJI < o, k = 1, • o o ,r. 
From our reduction we can also assume I- G is infinite. 
n 
Next assume T= E AiEi with Ai ~ 0 and Ei orthogonal 
a.nd TiO. i=l 
finite projections /Let Fi ~ Ei, i=l,•••,n, be orthogonal infinite 
projections with sum 
Gi < F. 
- ~ 
such that 
I. By the above there exist infinite projections 








Let Gn+l = E (Fi-G.). 
i=l ~ Then 




T be a general positive operator in 11'1 2 
n 
and T f.o. 
By spectral theory there is an operator T = E AiEi with 
1 i=l 
Ai > 0 
Since such that 0 < T 
1 
< T and liT- T1ll< 8/2-!nax{llxkll: k=l, .. • ,r}. 
T < T, Ei is finite for each i. By the last paragraph there are 
1 -
infinite orthogonal projections 
n 
S = E Ai Gi then II S II ::_ II Tl , 
i=l 
Gi' i=l,•••,n+l, such that if 
and II(~- T1 )xJI < ~ , k=l,•o•,r. 
Thus we have 
Since ~ is countably decomposable the projections Gi are all 
equivalent, [1, Ch.III, § 8, Cor. 5]. be a partial isometry 
in ~ such that * vivi = Gi' and i=2,•••,n+l. Let 
* = vivj. Then it is easy to see that the eij' 
form a complete set of matrix units for a type 
In+1-factor M containing all the Gi and hence s. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 3. 3. If :1( is a finite factor rn1 ~ = ~ , and the lemma 
still holds. In this case the proof follows from spectral theory as 
above, the proof of [1, Ch.III, § 7, Lemme 8] and the equivalence 
of II II -convergence and strong convergence on bounded sets [1, 
2 
Ch. III , § 7 , Lemme 1] • 
A hyperfinite factor V( is said to be an ITPFI-factor (= infinite 
tensor product of finite type I factors) if there is an infinite 
sequence of type Ini-factors Mi with ni ~ 2 for an infinite 
co 




tensor product OL = ® M1, such that 5t equals the weak closure 
i=l 
of 7T(Ot)' where 1T is the cyclic representation of az defined 
00 
by w. We also denote <f.2 by i~l (Mi ,wi) • 
The next lemma. is known (5 , §4 ]. 
Lemma 3. 4. Let ~ be a factor of type II00 • Let ttl be a 
hyperfinite II 1 -factor, and let K be a separable Hilbert space. 
Then @ ~ W ®~(K) if and only if ~ is *-isomorphic to an ITPFI-
factor. 
Proof. Suppose ~ is *-isomorphic to an ITPFI-factor. In 
order to show 1J: - '!'-~ ( K) we may assume CJ2 is an ITPFI-factor, 
cp 
say ::e = @ (Mi ,wi). From a theorem of Takenouchi [51 there is a 
i=l 
projection Pi t.M1. such that if Q = P ® • • • ® p @I® • • • n 1 n · then 
the sequence {1T(~)} converges strongly to a nonzero finite 
projection Q in~. We show that Q~Q is hyperfinite. Let 
consider i~l Mi as a subalgebra of n Nn = 'IT( ® Mi), where we i=l 
00 
OL = ® M. Then {N } i=l i n is an increasing sequence of finite type 
I factors whose union is strongly dense in 0t. We clearly have 
1T(Qn)Nn1T(Qn) :. QNnQ. Thus · {QNnQ} is an increasing sequence of 
finite type I factors whose union is strongly dense in ~Q. But 
then QtJt Q is hyperfini te so is *-isomorphic to rf [1, Ch. III, § 7, 
Theor~me 3]. Thus ~ - rr @~ (K). 
Conversely, if ~ - 1" ® J3 (K) then the above argument shows 
that ~ is *-isomorphic to an ITPFI-factor, The proof is complete. 
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4. Product factors. In this section we shall prove our main 
results on product factors. We shall only be concerned with semi-
finite factors, and since all type I factors are well known, we 
shall only investigate factors of type II. Let se be a semi-finite 
factor. Let T be a normal semi-finite trace on ~ and let 1ht 
be the ideal of definition of T· With the inner product (S,T) = 
, 
~~ becomes a pre-Hilbert space. Let K be its closure. 
Then the representation 7T of ~ on K given by 7T(S)R == SR 
for R E. C)?'(~ is a *-isomorphism of f)(. onto a factor acting on K 1 
see [1, Ch.I, §6, Theor~me 2]. If we consider ~ in this represen-
, 
tation we shall say £fG acts on the Hilbert space closure of 1rl. ~. 
Lemma 4.1. Let~ be a product factor of type II. Let T 
be a normal semi-finite trace on 0e and let ~ be the ideal of 
definition of T. Consider 6J2 as acting on the Hilbert space closure 
of 'l?t ~. Let A e. rnt+ and let M be a finite type I sub factor of fk • 
1 
Let x of' o • o, xr be vectors in rrYl ~ and let E > 0. Then there is a 
finite type I factor N such that M c NCge and a positive operator 
B E N such that 11. (B - A)xkll < E 1 k = 1 1 .. o o ,r. 
Proof. Since A € f'}?'t + so is A2. Multiplying A by a scalar 
1 
we may assume T(A2 ) = 1. Since x em~ k the vector state wxk is 
of the form Wxk(C) = T(HkC), where Hk € fll1. + • Let E2 o = min { /4 IIHJI : 
k = l,ooa,r}. Let w be the normal state w(C) = T(A 2C), Since ~ 
is a product factor, w is asymptotically a product state, Hence 
there is a finite type I factor P such that Me. P c £t and such 
that 
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where Pc = P'n~ (we follow here the notational convenience used 
in [ 4] of identifying ~ with P ® pC). Since T factors between 
P and Pc there are positive operators S e P and T ~ Pc such 
that 
for C € :1(. By [1, Ch. I, § 6, Theor~me 8] if H E.??l and p is the 
linear functional defined by p(C) = -r(HC) then IIPII = IIHI 1 • Thus 
we have 
By Lemma 2.1 we then have 
~ (A - s ® T) 2111 = II A - s @· Til ~ ~ II A 2 - s 2 ® T 2 111 < 0 • 
Thus we have 
II (A- S@T)xJI 
Now Pc is a factor of the same type as ezR. is, and I ® T2 belongs 
to the ideal of definition of the trace on Pc. Thus by Lemma 3.2 
if 5t is of type II00 , and by Remark 3.3 if 
is a finite type I factor RC Pc and T'E: 
II (I® T - I@ T' )xkll < ~usr 1 • 
~ 
R 
is of type II 1 , 
such that 
Let B = S ® T' and let N = P ® R. Then N is a finite type I 
factor, M c N c~, and B £ N. Furthermore we have 
II (A-B)xkll ~ II (A- S@T)xkll + II (S@r- S@T' )xkll 
< ~ + II S II II (I® T - I® T' ) xkll < ~ + ~ = £ • 




Lemma 4.2. Let 0( be as in Lemma 4.1. Let SE. em...+ with 
II S~ ~ 1, and let M be a finite type I sub factor of '&._ • Then if 
E > 0 and y oeo y 6:K 
1' ' r 
we can find a finite type I factor N 
such that M c Nc: Je and a positive operator T e. N with IITII ~ 1 
such that ~ (T- S)yJI < E, k = l,•••,r. 
Proof. In the proof we shall use the ideas used in the proof 
of the Kaplansky density theorem as it is given in [1, Ch.I, § 3, 
1. Theor~me 3]. Since ~2 is dense in K we can find x 1 ,•••,xr in 
tTYl! such that II xk - ykll < ~· Since the function x -+- 2x ( 1 + x 2) -l 
is strictly increasing from [0,1] into [0,1) we can find A€~+ 
such that S = 2A(I+A 2 )-l. Then A= ~S(I+A2 ), so 
+ 1. (I+ A2) -lxk hence AE:'YYt. Since XkE 1112 so are and Sxk. We 
can thus apply Lemma 4.1 to A and find a finite type I factor N 
such that MC N c.~ ' and B € N+ such that 
Let T=2B(I+B 2)-l. Then O~T~I, and T€N since BE:N. 
Moreover from [1, p.47] we have the identity 
T - S = 2(I + B2)-1 (B - A)(I + A2)-l + ~T(A - B)S. 
Since ~(I+ B~)-111 ~ 1 and IITI < 1 we have 
II (T - S)xkll ~ 211 (I + B2 ) -lll II (B - A)(I + A 2 f1xJI+ ~II Til II (A- B)S~JI 




Thus we have 
e: e: 
< 2 1f + 2 = e:. 
The proof is complete. 
Theorem 4.3. Let ~ be a factor of type II. c-;-Let 'ff be a 
hyperfinite II 1 -factor, and let ~(() be the bounded operators 
on a separable Hilbert space£ • Then we have: 
i) If 8(. is of type II 1 then tJr.., 'T if and only if ~ is a 
countably generated product factor. 
ii) If t[R is of type II00 then ~ .:. <ff ® ~ Ca-t') if and only if 
~ is a countably generated product factor. 
Proof. 
factor, see Lemma 3.4. In particular ~ is countably generated, 
and by [4] 1C is a product factor. In order to show the converse we 
may assume ax is a product factor acting on the Hilbert space closure 
2 
K of 'Y71. 2 , where rrn.. is the ideal of definition of the trace on 
~- Let M be a finite type I subfactor of tJ2 
' 
let A€:JG+' 
II All _< 1. let x • • • x e. K, and let e: > 0. Since lln. is a •-algebra 
, 1' ' r 
which is strongly dense in ~ we may by the Kaplansky density the?rem 
find s~'lll.. + · with II sll < 1 such that II (S - A)xJI < ~· By Lemma 
4. 2 we can find a finite type I factor N such that M c N c Cj! and 
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TE:.N such that 0 .::_ T .::_I, and II (T - S)xkll < E Thus 2" 
II (T - A)xJI < E' k = l,•o•,r. By Lemma 3 .1 CJ2 is hyperfinite, 
hence by [4] ~ is *-isomorphic to an ITPFI-factor. If ~ is 
finite it is isomorphic to ~ (since all hyperfinite II 1-factors 
are *-isomorphic [1, Ch. III, § 7, Theor~me 3] ) • If Cj( is of 
type IIco ~ .... 1f @~ (y{_) by Lemma 3. 4. The proof is complete. 
Remark 4.4. If ~ is finite in the above theorem it is 
possible to give a short direct proof using only Lemma 2.1. In 
another formulation the theorem states that if ~ is semi-finite 
but not finite dimensional, then ~ is *-isomorphic to an ITPFI-
factor if and only if ~ is a countably generated product factor. 
It is an open question whether this is true if fiG is of type III. 
Corollary 4. 5. Let fR. be a countably generated product 
factor. If E is a nonzero projection in ~ then EStE is a 
countably generated product factor. 
Proof. Since the map A + E A E of ~ into E~ E is strongiy 
continuous and surjective it is clear that E~E is countably 
generated. If E is an infinite projection then E is equivalent 
to I [1, Ch. III, § 8, Cor. 5], hence E:;{.E is *-isomorphic to ~' 
so is a product factor. If E is a finite projection there are two 
cases. If 0(_ is of type I then E~E is a finite type I factor, 
so is trivially a product factor. If ~ is of type II, then by 
Theorem 4.3 E~E is a hyperfinite II 1 -factor, since E~E is 
hyperfinite when ~- is the hyperfinite II 1 -factor [1, Ch. III, § 7, 
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